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EDITOR’S COMMENT

APOLOGIES ALL ROUND
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What a farce the banking industry has
become. At the recent Parliamentary
hearing into the industry, various financial
shakers and movers (collpasers might be a
better word) gave fulsome apologies for
taking on billions of pounds of bad debt,
and then claimed they did not know what
their own institutions were actually doing!
Among the litany of revelations that emerged
from these proceedings was the startling news
that few of the heads of Britain’s largest financial
institutions had any banking qualifications!
It is difficult not to conclude that, as Disraeli
wrote over a century and a half ago, the UK has
two economies. One, which exists in some kind
of never-never land, where one receives a
generous bonus after losing billions, and another
where people are thrown out of work and have
their businesses wound up in a matter of weeks,
through no fault of their own.
Meanwhile pundits seek to assure us all by
claiming this is the worst financial disaster for
30, 60 and now 100 years. By next month, it will
probably be since the collapse of the Roman
Empire.
We turn our attention to on-street parking in
this issue of PN. Always a controversial area, we
look at the problem of signage. The question of
signage has become very high profile over the
last few months, and Gordon Bell shows us why
the issue is far more complicated than it might at
first appear.
The introduction of digital cameras has had a
marked effect on reducing levels of
correspondence and consequently improving
payment rates at discount levels. It has probably
had an impact at PaTAS and TPT due too improved
evidence, but this might be more difficult to prove,
although it will also probably have led to reduced
levels of appeals since the number of cases where
benefit of doubt was previously a factor are now
considerably reduced.
We also examine the question of bailiff services
and unitary authorities. With the number of LA’s
diminishing, what does this mean for the UK’s

enforcement industry with fewer potential
clients? John Osborne gives us the benefit of his
research. This reorganisation may well turn out
to be another good idea, increase efficiency, and
reduce cost. Although it maybe ruined by some of
its key features - namely the fewer suppliers, the
lesser the competition and the decrease in choice.
The British Parking Awards are looming and the
competition this year is, gratifyingly, tighter than
ever before. The event has been a sell out and the
quality of entries has been as high as ever.
The awards are a counter-blast to those who
paint the economy as an unmitigated disaster:
they demonstrate innovation, dedication and
investment - all the things that are supposed to
add up to a successful economy.
And now an inquiry from Barry Hancock FIVR,
IAAT Director, Bristol Towing & Storage Limited:
“It was interesting to read the piece on page 32
of Parking News (February 2009) regarding
‘Flashpark’. However it is about time that a
professional journal such as yours stopped using
the term “Registered Owner”. In the UK there is
no such thing. The correct term, as you well
know, is “Registered Keeper.” There is no register
of ownership in the UK for Motor Vehicles.”
We asked Richard Hilton who runs the BPA’s
AOS scheme to respond to this interesting
question: “The issue isn‘t clear. In law there is a
keeper and an owner and they can be separate
entities. The keeper is the one who has their
name on the log book and who should be in the
DVLA’s database. If the keeper is a lease company
though, they are not the owner because they do
not physically have the vehicle.”
However Richard goes on to say: “I would
suggest for the purpose of articles in the future
you use Registered Keeper.”
And so we will.
And do not forget to let us have your
corrections, insights and comments. PN

Above
Simon O’Brien
Editor of Parking News
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THE CUSTOMER IS
ALWAYS RIGHT
This is another sound bite
that often causes a huge
amount of debate especially
in the parking world. It’s
much easier - though still
complex - to work with this
if you are delivering a direct
service to your customer
through providing a car
parking space, but more
difficult to accept it when
you’re enforcing against
someone for parking in the
wrong place.
In fact I believe that customer
care is even more important in a
sector which traditionally attracts
a negative vibe from the public.
Firstly, who is the customer? I
have always believed there is a
silent majority who support or at
least accept the need for sound
parking management. Without it
there would be increased
congestion and hazards on the
road. How often do you hear
people say “Well that’s a
stupid place to park?” But
secondly, because most
people see parking as a
means to an end (the end

being a shopping trip, a visit to a
friend, a business appointment), it
becomes even more important to
deliver a first class service. And
that includes issuing a parking
ticket so that the customer
understands that the penalty is
purely a financial one, not linked
in any way to further
inconvenience or
delays in
dealing with
enquiries.
In my first
few weeks at
the BPA I
have been
astounded
at the
enormous
amount of
contact
our

members as a whole make with
the public. In fact I shouldn’t be
surprised if, across the
membership, we make contact
with the vast majority of the
public at some point each year
and that those we don’t contact
are nevertheless directly affected
by parking activities of one sort or
another.
It seems right then that we
should always place the customer at the heart of our
thinking, as they provide our
lifeblood. For me, having
spent most of my career delivering front line parking services to the public, it is a new
experience to be one step
removed from that position. It
makes me all the more determined
though to ensure that in anything
I do I always place the customer at
the centre of my thinking.
So, in the broadest
sense the customer is
always right - but
sometimes it’s about
understanding who the
customer is.
PN
Patrick Troy
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Learning & Development Network
The BPA and IPP is pleased to bring
you the first L&D Network - an event
dedicated exclusively to L&D specialists in the parking sector - on 25
March at a venue in London. Book
your place now!
Building on the feedback from the
Annual Learning & Development
Forum, and considering the current
economic climate, which applies pressure to L&D budgets and posts, the
theme - The Strength of L&D - will
focus on ways to strengthen your
position in learning and development.
Specialist input will include:
 Parking skills agenda update;
 How to write a business case
for learning and development;
 Making the most of
networking (what to do and
what to avoid); and
 Networking opportunities.

To book a place, please call Aimee
on 01444 447318 or email aimee.b
@britishparking.co.uk. Tickets are
priced at £115 (+vat) for IPP members, £145 (+vat) for BPA members,
and £250 (+vat) for non-members. As
with the workshop programme, we

are offering two places to BPA members at a cost of £250, a saving of £40.
Learning & Development specialists who wish to be kept informed
about future events should email
their contact details to jennifer.d@
britishparking.co.uk.
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ASSOCIATION
CALENDAR
 BPA Workshop 2 Reviewing Your Operation
3 March 2009. Bristol.
 BPA Workshop 2 Reviewing Your Operation
12 March 2009. Leeds.
 BPA Workshop 2 Reviewing Your Operation
17 March 2009. Sandwell.
 Bailiff and Enforcement
Agents Special Interest
Group
19 March 2009. London.
 Women in Parking
Meeting
1 April 2009. Kindly hosted by
Civica Ltd.
 Learning and
Development Network
25 March 2009. London.
 Parkex International
2009
21-23 April 2009. NEC,
Birmingham.
C: Bill Butler
T: 020 7973 6627
E: b.butler@hgluk.com
 Parkex Gala Dinner 2009
22 April 2009. Hilton
Birmingham Metropole Hotel.
C: Bill Butler
T: 020 7973 6627
E: b.butler@hgluk.com
 Parking Forum Meeting
8 May 2009. London.
 BPA Eastern Group
Meeting
21 May 2009. Ipswich Town
Football Club.
 BPA Autumn Seminar
14 October 2009. International
Convention Centre, Birmingham.
 Civil Enforcement
Awards 2009
23 October 2009. London
Marriott Hotel, London.
 BPA Members’ Dinner
1 December 2009. Drapers’ Hall,
London.
To confirm your attendance at
any of these meetings, please
contact Aimee Bates.
E: aimee.b@britishparking.co.uk
T: 01444 447318
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Speak up!
As a member of the BPA, your opinions on the products, services, and
support offered by the BPA matter.
This is YOUR Association. To guage
current opinion of the BPA’s range
of services we have created an online survey which will provide us
with valuable feedback.
It is important that at least one
representative from every member
organisation completes a questionnaire. The results of the overall survey will be published on the website,
in Parking News and in the ezine.
The survey should take you
around 10-15 minutes to complete.
Sections A and B are the longest
with sections C, D and E consisting
of three questions.
To further encourage you to participate, a draw will take place from all

 EVENT FOCUS

entries with five lucky winners
each receiving a bottle of
champagne, generously provided by The Parking
Shop.
To access the
survey, please
go the
members’
homepage
on the
website or
use the link
on the
ezine.
Your time
and effort
spent
completing this
survey is greatly
appreciated.

The survey will close
at 5pm on Friday 10
April. Winners of the
draw will be notified on
Monday 13 April with
names of the winners
appearing in May’s
ezine and Parking
News.
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January...February...March...April...May...June...July

Left: By
completing
the survey,
you will give
the BPA
valuable
feedback on its
range of services
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Tripping a not-so-light fantastic at the
British Parking Awards
and fell on his dancing shoes.
Top political correspondent, and
star of the BBC ’s Strictly Come
Dancing show, John Sergeant will
host this year ’s British Parking
Awards ceremony. The presentation
of the winners’ trophies will take
place at The Dorchester on
London’s Park Lane at lunchtime
on Friday 6 March.
While he spent most of his career
as one of Britain’s top political correspondents, last year the British

public took him to their hearts during Strictly Come Dancing. Although
he and partner Kristina Rihanoff
repeatedly finished bottom of the
leader board after the judges’ votes,
the public consistently voted to keep
him in the competition. Eventually
Sergeant did the honourable thing
Below: John Sergeant steps
out at the British Parking
Awards

A celebrated and interesting raconteur, John will help sustain the
annual British Parking Awards as a
event distinguished by its excellence.

Members' Dinner
- book now!
Staying with tradition, this year’s
Members’ Dinner takes place in
Drapers’ Hall in London. Join us
on the 1 December to kick start
your festive celebrations. As well
as a delicious three-course meal
and excellent wines, guests will
be entertained by snooker legend
Steve Davis, number one player
for seven consecutive years and
six-time World Champion.
Tickets are priced at £110 and
can be bought individually or by
table.
Competition for places is
always keen so to book your
place please call Aimee on 01444
447318 or email aimee.b@
britishparking.co.uk.
The Members’ Dinner is kindly
sponsored by CreditCall and
Newlyn plc.

Further parking events can
be found on page 42
August...September...October...November...Decem

www.britishparking.co.uk for all the latest association news... www.britishparking.co.uk for all the latest association news...
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Ernest Davies Award presentation

To keep members aware of the dayto-day work of the BPA secretariat
we’ve introduced a blog to the
members’ area of the website. We
hope it will give you an idea of
what we’re currently working on
as, whilst not everything warrants
an ezine entry or Parking News
feature, these projects and developments all go towards our output.
Please visit www.britishparking.
co.uk/blog.php to view recent
posts.

Grahame Rose
(left) accepts his
Ernest Davies
Award for 2008
from BPA CEO
Patrick Troy.
Grahame said: “It
is terrific to have
won. I tried to
present the issues
in my article
Realistic
Charging - the
Best Cure, in a
clear and frank
manner.”

IHS Technical
Indexes

The BPA in the News
Here is a selection of some of the
media activity the BPA has been
involved in over the last month:
 Feature article secured in Estates
Review to profile AOS to property
owners and managers;
 Trade media activity to promote
Civil Enforcement Awards;
 Liaison with BBC Watchdog programme (which aired on 02/02)
on a member company - again
highlighting the standards
required by the Code of Practice
of companies working within the
AOS. The programme included
the BPA guidelines on clamping
release fees;

 EVENT FOCUS

New blog

 Comment article secured in

Transport Business, introducing
Patrick Troy and highlighting
the benefits to businesses of
BPA member initiatives such as
Park Mark ® and Approved
Operator scheme;
 Article secured with Health
Business examining the way forward for hospital parking, given
recent political developments,
and highlighting the benefits to
Hospital Trusts of partnering
with operators that work within
the BPA Approved Operator
Scheme;
 Supportive media activity sur-

rounding Lord Lucas address
in House of Lords, which called
for standardisation of ticketing
across all local authorities;
 Media enquiries fielded from
BBC (various regional and
national), Daily Telegraph,
Sunday Times, all used to promote the AOS message, and the
importance of using companies
that comply with the Codes of
Practice; and
 Supportive media reaction to
local press in Edinburgh and
Milton Keynes on behalf of two
member companies - Parking
Eye and Excel Parking.

ASSOCIATION FOCUS...ASSOCIATION FOCUS... ASSOCIATION FOCUS... ASSOCIATION FOCUS.. ASSOCIATION FOCUS..ASSOCIATION FOCUS...

Nothing fazes Parkex 2009
The biting recession has failed to
faze the 2009 Parkex International
which is to be held in Birmingham’s
NEC from the 21 to the 23 April.
Parkex is Europe’s largest dedicated

parking exhibition and the event is
set to be bigger than 2008, with a
greater international presence.
The sell out indicates the industry ’s determination to remain

upbeat, and show the sector’s innate
ability to withstand economic problems. Parkex remains the place to
network and build contacts, helping
the industry remain in touch with
council partners, the public and
potential buyers, which is crucial at
this time when contacts are key.
Bill Butler, Event Director for Parkex,
agrees that parking, transport and
the urban environment are very
important, even more so given our
current climate. He commented: “The
number of exhibitors has increased on
the previous years as spending within
the public sector is set to rise and
help drive the economy.”
A particular highlight of the show

The BPA continues to subscribe
to IHS Technical Library Services
allowing our members access to
the following sources of
information:
 The Construction Information
Service - a comprehensive
source of technical information
for the construction industry;
 Specify-it - product and supplier
information for building and
civil engineering;
 LABC Type Approval; and
 Engineer-it - product and supplier information for design and
manufacturing - process engineering and electronics.
To access the service, log in using
your BPA membership details to
the BPA website, and click on the
link on the Resources page. If you
are unsure of your username and
password, please call the office on
01444 447319.
will be the BPA Seminar Theatre.
The schedule includes:
 Hospital Parking - Realistic
Charging: The Best Cure;
 The Blue Badge Reform
 The Use of ANPR in the Parking
Industry;
 Parking Training - Asset or Risk?;
 New Initiatives in Parking; and
 Managing Reputations in Good
Times and Bad.
Sessions are free and run throughout the three days. Speakers andtimings will be confirmed in full
shortly; please continue to check
the Parkex website - www.parkex.
net - for up-to-date information.

www.britishparking.co.uk
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Civil Enforcement Awards 2009
The 2009 Civil Enforcement Awards will take place on 23 October at the London Marriot
and already excitement is building. PN interviews last year’s Gold Award winner
not just for their talents but for their
ability to get on well with others
and use their own initiative to
achieve the company’s goals in their
own way.”

The Gold Award winner from last
year was Barbour Logic. We asked
Co-director Jason Barbour what
winning has meant to his
company:
“Winning both the Innovation Award
and the overall Gold Award for
Response Master means a tremendous amount to us at Barbour Logic.
To me personally, and to my Codirector father, Patrick, it’s wonderful to receive industry recognition
that what we’ve created is something
radically new and different, something that’s making life much better
for councils and the public alike. And
for the team as a whole, the awards
are a terrific confidence booster.”
What has winning meant to staff
and suppliers?
“Being awarded the overall ‘winner
of winners’ Gold Award, when
competing with the big names and
reputations of the industry, was an
incredible recognition of Barbour
Logic: no giant in terms of the size
of our organisation, but a giant in
terms of innovation and excellence.
Does that have an effect on morale
and reputation? You bet.
“After an initial burst of curiosity
and heightened awareness of
Response Master, there’s now a
nice, slow-burn as word spreads to
those unaware of who won what.
People have been very kind in
congratulating us, and at meetings
with potential customers, people
certainly seem to sit forward when
the topic of the awards crops up.
“Winning the awards has inevitably
increased our reputation among
other suppliers and put us on their
radar: something we welcome as it
makes for better communication
and discussion. We particularly
enjoy exploring ideas, which could
be mutually beneficial.

The Gold winning team
at Barbour Logic with their CE Awards
“I think a good deal of the effect
comes from within and ripples out.
We’re an enthusiastic bunch, but
there’s nothing like winning an
award to strengthen your belief in
what you’re doing and increase the
revs. And these things rub off, which
is inevitably good for business.”
To what central points do you
attribute your success at the
awards?

Expertise in a niche area
“As a qualified plain-English writer,
my previous career involved me
rewriting documents across a number of industries. Eleven years ago,
a London council asked me to
rewrite their parking letters and
paragraphs because drivers were
finding them difficult to understand.
I did this and then, finding that other
councils had the same need, did the
same for eleven more councils.

The idea

2009

“With this high level of specialist
experience and a vast pool of plainEnglish text for which I retained the
copyright, my initial idea was to create an electronic library of plainEnglish paragraphs and letter templates. The plan was to sell this to any

decriminalised parking council or
contractor, giving them a far bigger
library – and in plain English, too.
“From here the idea took a giant
leap when Patrick (my father and
Co-director) suggested creating a
system with a highly sophisticated
‘brain’ that could take the many factors into account, ask questions
when necessary, then write a letter
in plain English. This is precisely
what Response Master does.”

Perspiration and
attention to detail
“Writing the specification for
Response Master, in other words
designing its ‘brain’ (a large one – it
can write around 250 million different letters), was a monumental
task. And that was just the start.
After that, a software company had
to build it (and they confirmed that
it was one of the most complex systems they’d built). In that initial
four-month building phase I managed only two days off work, but
the excitement of the software system coming to life was terrific.

People and teamwork
“Nothing happens without people
and we have a terrific team at
Barbour Logic. We choose people

Can you explain the main
points about your product and
how it is evolving?
“Response Master is a highly specialised expert system used by staff
to answer drivers’ letters about
Penalty Charge Notices.
Response Master brings dramatic
improvements in quality and consistency of letters to drivers, efficiency,
and·legal compliance.
For example, Response Master
‘understands’ that 20 drivers writing
in for the same reason – e.g. ‘I enclose
my Pay & Display ticket which was
valid’ – may need 20 very different
replies. Perhaps the driver was on a
yellow line, not in a Pay & Display
bay? The stage may be anything from
‘pre-NTO discount’ to ‘bailiffs.’ Maybe
the Pay & Display ticket was valid for
a different zone? Or a car park ticket
used on-street? Or valid but not
clearly displayed? In this case council policy may be to be lenient this
time but not next – or never.
Response Master’s innovation is
that it performs the entire decisionmaking process, which includes
obeying almost 100 built-in policy
settings which each council makes.
(These cover details such as whether
to be lenient towards disabled badge
holders and, if so, under what circumstances and how many times.)
Having done this, Response Master
actually writes the letter – in far less
time, and in plain English, making
parking letters far more accessible.
Response Master can write literally
millions of different letters.
We’re determined that Response
Master should always be evolving,
not just to keep abreast of legislative developments (such as the
TMA’s 56-day deadline) but also for
informal challenges.
If you would like your organisation’s product, services or personnel acknowledged, then why
not enter the 2009 Civil
Enforcement Awards. PN

www.civilenforcementawards.co.uk for all the latest awards news... www.civilenforcementawards.co.uk for all the latest awards news...
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TECHNICAL F CUS

Kelvin Reynolds, Technical Services Director,
introduces this month’s Technical Focus
This month has seen many significant developments at the BPA with
some exciting new initiatives in
Technical Services. During
February we held a Parking Forum,
which debated Blue Badge and
parking facilities for people with
disabilities. Watch out for the new
Forum Position Paper, which will
replace and update the 2004 one.
The BPA also held its first workshops on TMA annual reports;
feedback from these workshops
will help us to finalise and publish
the long-awaited Parking Practice
Note. The Parking Summit moved
a step closer in February as
Government and other stakeholders recognised the validity of our
call for a comprehensive debate
on parking to ensure that every
one not only believes in effective
and fair parking management, but

experiences it too.
Recent weeks also saw the launch
of our new Structures and Assets
Management SIG - more elsewhere
in Technical Focus; the Hospital
Parking Group, which is considering and supporting the case for
effective management of parking
at hospitals and other health care
campus across the UK; and the
Model Contract User’s Group. We
also contributed to a Facilities
Management Conference, where I
was able to promote the BPA and
also encourage the adoption of the
Safer Parking Scheme and the
Approved Operator Scheme. Early
preparations for Parkex Seminar
Workshops are also underway.
March is also beginning to show
itself as being just as busy and varied, with yet more exciting
announcements likely.

Traffic Signs Review
The BPA is now fully
engaged in the DFT Traffic
Signs Policy Review. We’ve
undertaken a web-based
survey of members and
received over 120
responses. These
responses are now being
considered by our Traffic
Signs Task Group, which
will assist in developing
the BPA policy and response
to the Review. Ken Ellcome, Chair
of LA SIG, has agreed to chair the
task group with Abdul Traore providing technical support.
February saw a second meeting of
the DfT Signs and Law Enforcement’
Working Group of which the BPA is
a member. The DfT intends that its
groups are very much ‘working
groups’ which undertake physical
work to support the Review. As
such, the BPA will be invited to take
the lead on a couple of work
streams, which are described (but
not, as yet, in a fully refined way),
below:
 To identify what controls/ restrictions, and therefore traffic signs,
might benefit from being relieved
of the need for an underlying
TRO [like bus stop clearways and
yellow boxes, for example] and
how to identify the best route to
achieve this and yet ensure a
‘proper consultation’ before
implementation and thus preserve the democratic elements of
the TRO process.
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 To review the function and operation of
area wide controls, e.g.
CPZ, restricted zones,
pedestrian zones, and
to identify their usefulness, any improvements and recommendations for better
signage.
It’s not too late to
make sure you get your
views on parking and
signage (and any general comments on traffic signs) taken on
board by contributing to the web
survey and into the Task Group.

Structures and Assets
Management – Special Interest
Group (SAM-SIG) some owners are investing in major
The Group had its inaugural meeting in mid February and was well
attended. SAM-SIG confirms the
Association’s commitment to support all members, by ensuring that
all aspects of parking are catered for
through the Regional Groups and in
the SIGs.
The Group discussed the need for
an effective car park design manual,
which promotes ‘best practice’ as
opposed to ‘rigid’ design standards
and the issues of ageing infrastructure and was pleased to learn that

Parking Forum and parking for
The Joint Study Steering Group
disabled people (BPA,
DfT, Mobilise, BCSC and WSP)
The Parking Forum has reviewed its
2004 Position Paper on the provision
of parking services for people with
disabilities. The Forum had a presentation from the DfT who explained
details of the Government’s proposals to review and update the Blue
Badge Scheme. This was very well
received by all delegates.
Also
present
was
WSP
Consultants, who are undertaking
the BPA lead in the joint study on
on/off-street parking services for
people with disabilities. WSP presented the first findings of the
research and described how they
intend to analyse the data.
Feedback from the Forum was
also welcomed by WSP, as this will
enable a more rounded and inclusive report.

Equipment Manufacturers and
Suppliers Special Interest Group
The EMS SIG will be launching its
long-awaited Parking Practice Notes
for the procurement of parking control equipment at the Parkex
Seminar Theatre. Next we plan to
bring together the suppliers of
back-office systems and services
to see what scope there is for common standards in audit trails and
‘core statistics’ when monitoring
CPE to support benchmarking.
The major suppliers of back-office
services and ‘front-line’ data capture
will be invited to participate in the
ongoing work of the Group. It is
also intended to involve the
Adjudication Services to enable better communications and understanding of the information avail-

refurbishments of their older car
parks. However, many are not and
the Group has decided to review
how best to support and encourage the introduction of effective
asset management and life care
plans. Updating and promoting relevant Parking Practice Notes and
providing simple guidance is now on
the agenda for the Group, which
will also be making an appearance
at the Parkex Seminar Theatre. If
you own or operate a car park and
want to know how to look after it…
be there!

able during enforcement activity.
Whilst primarily this will benefit the
delivery of CPE, the benefits are
there for all and will support those
members engaged in parking
enforcement through the Approved
Operator Scheme too.
www.britishparking.co.uk.

4 Europa Boulevard, Birkenhead, Merseyside, CH41 4PE
Email: info@jacobsbailiffs.co.uk • Website: www.jacobsbailiffs.co.uk

Paul Kelly (Business Development Manager)
0151 650 4988 / 07973 976813

will meet in March to receive the
interim report and consider recommendations to be included in
the final report due to be published
in spring 2009.

Model Contract
Development
Group
The review of the BPA Model
Contract was recently completed,
following several months of work.
Following the review a number of
recommendations were put forward, including the establishment
of a User Group.
On the 23 January 2009 the BPA
Model Contract Users Group had
its inaugural meeting and was very
well attended. It was a very lively
meeting and led to the establishment of two task groups:
 A KPI Task Group, which will
review the KPI system within
the Contract; and
 Another Task Group which will
contribute toward producing a
Procurement Guide.
Once the above two groups have
completed their tasks, a third
group will be established, which
will review the User Guide.
If you are a licencee or potential
user who would like to know more
about the Group and its work,
please drop Abdul an email on
abdul.t@britishparking.co.uk for
more information.
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A day in the life of
Jennifer Durlston-Powell
Do you have any connection to BadenPowell?
A question people never ask enough. No.
Although, coincidentally, he was a close
family friend. My grandmother was invested
as an honorary scout when she went along to
the first jamboree with her big brothers and
‘Uncle Baden’ gave her his own ‘kerchief,
when she lined up with the boys. My Brownie
pack had a standard in her name which was a
thrill, as you’d imagine.
What was your background and what did
you think of the parking industry before
joining the BPA?
I came from a PR and copywriting role and
before that was in teaching and training.
Honestly, I hadn’t thought about parking very
much at all, although I was always aware that
my choices for shopping towns were largely
influenced by where I could park. It’s probably
that way for a lot of people; the Five Year
Strategy ‘From Activity to Profession’ is spot
on as far as I can tell.
The closest I ever came to thinking about
parking was successfully appealing against a
PCN. I realise now how lucky I was!
What is the precise scope of your duties
and how does this help the BPA
members?
The main focus of this job is to further the
work of the UK Skills Board for Parking and
communicate its work to the parking sector.
The role involves the development of national
occupational standards, new qualifications
and liaising with employers.
One way to make it easier for people to
understand the work of the UK Skills Board
for Parking is by reviewing and updating the
skills pages of the website to make them
more ‘readable.’
This is a large task which will progress more
easily once Linda Austin, the new IPP
Development Manager, has settled in. I’ve
spent lots of time collecting case studies, particularly about learning and development,
where organisations have shown good practice
from which everyone could learn. When they
are ready it will be a new feature on the skills
and qualifications website pages and should
save people from ‘reinventing the wheel.’
I’m currently managing a project to develop
functional and occupational maps for the
sector; this was highlighted as a priority in
the qualifications strategy developed last

year. The purpose of this work is to define the
boundaries of the parking sector and identify
where we overlap with other sectors.
This will strengthen our status as a
recognised sector and in time allow us to
negotiate revisions to standard industry
classification (SIC) and standard occupational
classification (SOC) codes. These codes are
used by a number of Government agencies to
produce sector-specific data; currently we
barely feature!
Having comprehensive functional and
occupational maps will also allow us to
better guide employers on the relevance of
national occupational standards (NOS) and
qualifications already available in other
fields, e.g. facilities management, finance,
management, transport planning and
business administration. Once complete, the
occupations that are not appropriately
covered by NOS or qualifications will be
clearly identified and we will be able to
address the specific gaps. NOS can be used
for lots of things including job descriptions,
performance management and learning
needs analyses. They form the basis of
national vocational qualifications (NVQs),
Scottish vocational qualifications (SVQs) and
are used in the development of vocationallyrelated qualifications (VRQs).
Last year NOS were developed for penalty
charge and civil parking notice processing
colleagues; this year I will be working with
City & Guilds to develop a VRQ for these
colleagues and would be delighted to hear
from people currently doing the job who
would like to take part in this project.

I’m also working on developing the
Learning and Development Network for L&D
specialists and arranging activities, from
venues and speakers to collating responses,
so this involves a bit of travelling around to
meetings (see page 6). The network is really
important because we want to build a
dialogue with the parking L&D experts and
provide them with up-to-date information
about the parking skills agenda.
One of the biggest projects I’m involved in
is researching management qualifications for
parking. The UK Parking Sector Skills
Strategy and supplementary research shows
there is a clear need for something parkingspecific, but identifying higher and further
education opportunities and evaluating their
worth to our sector is quite a challenge.
Should programmes be offered by
universities or independent learning
providers? If universities, which ones? What
are the needs of our managers? Their
previous learning experiences? What format
should the qualifications take? There will be
lots of consultation about this once the initial
options have been explored.
Every day, a myriad of other tasks hits my
desk; creating presentations, working on a
‘career ladder’ to show people the various
ways they can progress their parking careers,
liaising with consultants and employers,
amending a budget. It’s certainly not routine.
What is the thing about your role you did
not expect?
The scope and diversity of the sector.
What do you find is the most significant
challenge?
Managing my time. There are long-term goals
and deadlines, but often a query will come in
that has to be dealt with immediately.

creative CAR-PARKS

M

In the fourth of a series of profiles on prominent people in the BPA, Parking News
asks Skills and Qualifications Manager Jennifer Durlston-Powell some questions
abour her role

SERIOUS
PROTECTION
Design manual now available for download on www.triflex.co.uk
Please contact us directly for a hard copy

Waterproofing, Surfacing and
Protection for car parks
Maximum structural protection
Systems for: External Decks / Internal Decks
Ramps / Walls, Columns, Soffits
Wide range of colours and textures to allow
creativity in design
Heavy duty systems to suit all applications
Specialists in asphalt overlay

What gives you the most satisfaction in
terms of work?
It’s the writing, getting the message across. I
love words. Second to that is getting things
completed; tangible results are great!
In personal terms is there anything you
are particularly keen on?
I love my home, my family and my daughter
is the apple of my eye. I also coach swimming
but none of that’s very interesting, is it? I’m
also a qualified masseuse and reflexologist.
jennifer.d@britishparking.co.uk. PN

For further information contact:
Triflex (UK) Ltd, Whitebridge Way,
Stone, Staffordshire, ST15 8GH
Tel: 01785 819119 Fax: 01785 819960

www.triflex.co.uk info@triflex.co.uk
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INSTITUTE OF PARKING PROFESSIONALS NEWS

IPP welcomes new
Development
Manager
The BPA is pleased to welcome Linda
Austin (pictured) to the role of IPP
Development Manager.
Linda is a founder member of the
IPP with over 20 years experience in
the parking industry; she has worked
for both commercial operators and
local authorities in a variety of roles
including contract manager and
customer services manager.
Linda will be working to raise the
profile of the IPP and increasing
member numbers through promo-

Contact the
Board
We have created two email
addresses for members to contact the Chair of the Board and
the Board members.
Members are now able to contact the Chair of the IPP or
Board Members if they have
any suggestions, specific
queries or concerns. The two
email addresses are as follows:
chair@theipp.co.uk; ann
board@theipp.co.uk

tion and awareness. In the coming
months Linda will be developing a
range of IPP member benefits and
launching a CPD scheme for the
Institute. She will also liaise closely
with Rocky Datoo, Head of
Workforce Development, and
Jennifer Durlston-Powell,
Skills and Qualifications
Manager at the BPA, to
maximize the influence
of the IPP in advancing
the skills agenda.

What’s your
opinion?

Lounge at Parkex
with the IPP
This year at Parkex will see the
return of the IPP Lounge. This was
a great success in 2008 and gave
many people the opportunity to
learn first hand about the newly
formed Institute, as well as network
or simply stop by and make use of
the facilities available.
New Development Manager and
founding IPP member Linda Austin
will be on hand this year to provide
information and guidance to anyone
wishing to learn more about the IPP.

IPP Member
Growth
Our graph shows how IPP
Membership has grown since 2004
with a steady rise in numbers year
on year. Up until April 2007, all
individuals belonged to the

A busy IPP
lounge at
last years
Parkex

Professional Associates scheme.
Since the launch of the IPP in
2007, total numbers have risen to
just below the 300 mark as we start
2009. With the recruitment of a
New Development Manager and a
more focused promotional drive to
raise awareness of the Institute -

All members will shortly be
receiving an email inviting
them to take part in our first
IPP Members survey. The survey covers such issues as skills
requirements, personal development and online networking. We are always very keen to
hear what your opinions on
these topics are, as well as
understanding which of you
are interested in being part of
the pilot Continual Professional
Development scheme, which is
currently being developed.
Look out for the survey in
your inbox soon. Your opinion
is extremely valued and will
help to shape the future of the
Institute.

including communication via web,
email, newsletters and events member numbers are expected to
rise significantly this year.

Want to further your career in Parking?

IPP In-Sight at
Parkex
The latest
issue of
IPP InSight has
now been
produced
and delivered to
Members.
There will
also be a
special
Parkex edition, which is currently in production, of which
a limited number of copies will
be available from the IPP
lounge at the event.

Job vacancies free offer for
members
Just a reminder that we are
offering BPA Members free job
vacancy advertising (up to
Parking Manager level) in the
Career Zone of the IPP website.
Send your adverts to member
ship@theipp.co.uk without
delay. This offer will end soon
so be sure to tell your HR
department today!

WWW.THEIPP.CO.UK for all the latest IPP news... WWW.THEIPP.CO.UK for all the latest IPP news...
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Your future aspirations
lie with the IPP
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• Professional development
• Knowledge and skills
• Networking and inspiration
• And much more ….

Join an Institute dedicated to supporting you in your on-going
development and career progression.
To find out what benefits and rewards the IPP can offer you as a member
please visit

INSTITUTE OF PARKING PROFESSIONALS
STUART HOUSE, 41-43 PERRYMOUNT ROAD,
HAYWARDS HEATH, WEST SUSSEX RH16 3BN
TELEPHONE:+ 44 (0) 1444 447300 FAX: + 44 (0) 1444 454105
WWW.THEIPP.CO.UK
MEMBERSHIP@THEIPP.CO.UK

The Institute of Parking Professionals is an
initiative by the British Parking Association

SAFER PARKING SCHEME NEWS

Grimsby car park wins first SPS
award in North East Lincolnshire
The car park at Freshney Place
Shopping Centre in Grimsby has just
won North East Lincolnshire’s only
Safer Parking Scheme Park Mark®.
Almost 14m people visited the
Centre last year, and none of them
reported any problems with their
cars whilst they shopped, which is
seen as a great tribute to Car Park
Supervisor Alan Ward and his colleagues Robert Rycroft and Sean
Lawrence-Turner.
Police Inspector Tracy Bradley, of
the Grimsby Central and South
Division, said the award was a great
achievement. “People want to know
they can come and shop in safety,
and this award is independent confirmation that they can be assured
of that when they come here,” she
said. “The town centre is the heart
of Grimsby. Making it safe and

Above: Police Inspector Tracy Bradley presents Karen Stubbs, of
the Freshney Place Management team, with the Park Mark® award
watched by, from left to right, Police Community Support Officer
Daniel Fleming, Centre Manager Mandy Loose and Car Park
Supervisor Alan Ward
been spent improving the town, and
secure means we can build trust. we want to do everything we can to
After all, a great deal of money has keep it looking good.”

East Staffordshire Borough hat trick
East Staffordshire Borough Council
has been awarded the Safer Parking
Scheme Park Mark® award for three
more of its car parks.
The awards are for the recently
constructed Carters’ Square and
Fairfield Road car parks in Uttoxeter
and the newly-refurbished Burton
Place Rooftop car park in Burton
upon Trent.
On the Burton Place Rooftop car
park the gates are locked overnight
from 20.30hrs to 07.30am to discourage any anti-social behaviour.
Other measures in place are 24hour CCTV surveillance supported
by good quality lighting, excellent
signage and easy pedestrian access
and walkways. All the Borough
Council car parks are cleaned on a
weekly basis and a surface maintenance inspection regime is carried

out regularly. Part of the Park Mark®
award also involves joining a policeassessed, Government-backed
nationwide scheme, of which the
High Street car park in Burton upon
Trent is already a member.
The CEOs who patrol all the council car parks are trained to City and
Guilds level 2 along with level 2 in
Conflict Management Security and
are aware of Management practices
and procedures.
Councillor Robert Hardwick commented: “This demonstrates to our
customers a commitment to creating
high quality parking facilities that feel
safe and have measures in place to
reduce levels of crime. For customers,
using a Park Mark® parking facility
means that the area has been vetted
by the police and has measures in
place to create a safe environment.”

Tackling car crime in Nottingham
A police squad in Nottingham and
the SPS scheme have been praised
by a senior officer for ending a surge
in crime at city centre car parks.
Inspector Paul Winter, Area
Commander for the city centre, said:
“At the beginning of December we
identified a spike in car crime in
public car parks, particularly the
NCPs in Stoney Street and St James’s
Street.
“This was threatening to undermine the excellent progress we had
made reducing car crime in the city.
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“We placed a number of Capture
Cars in the car parks. Officers also
viewed car park CCTV to identify
and arrest individuals.
“In December 50 vehicles in city car
parks were broken into, but now we
have just one or two offences a week.”
The last year has seen the City
Street Team carry out numerous
operations targeting offences committed by drug users, which include
theft and burglary. Officers have also
targeted late night violence.
Inspector Winter added: “These

Once again at
Bluewater
The famous Bluewater shop
ping centre in Kent has once
again achieved Park Mark® status after their facilities being
re-assessed in February. The
vehicle use has increased by
some 1.5m to over 10m, but
vehicle crime-related incidents
have reduced from 66 incidents
to just 39 over a twelve month
period.
This is the second year which
witnessed a reduction in vehicle crime. The likelihood of
becoming a victim of vehicle
crime at Bluewater now equates
to 1: 152,920, while the recognised national benchmark
stands at 1:25,000.
Many improvements have
been made and are continually
being made, including the
upgrade to the lighting, CCTV,
Help Points and Automatic
Number Plate Recognition system. Management practices
keep any problems to an
absolute minimum and, as a
result, the eight parking facilities on site create safe and nonthreatening environments for
visitors and staff alike. All personnel involved, including a
dedicated on site Kent Police
team of nine Constables, two
Sergeants and one Intelligence
Officer must be congratulated
on their continued efforts.

New SPS look
Above from left to right:
Inspector Darren Harding,
Staffordshire Police; Councillor
Robert Hardwick, Deputy
Leader of ESBC; and Duncan
Fisher, Architectural Liaison
Officer for Staffordshire Police
quick results are the result of the City
Street Team’s flexible and pro-active
approach, which means we can get
on top of crime trends quickly and
target resources appropriately.
“In addition to robust policing, we
use technical equipment every day,
which enables us to catch images of
offenders and gather sound
evidence.”
Inspector Winter said the city centre was still a safe place to park and
encouraged motorists and shoppers
to use its car parks.

Work is underway on a SPS brand
refresh and concept designs are
to be completed shortly. To support the refresh, new literature
will be produced, including information leaflets, brand guidelines,
assessment guidelines and application forms. The new look will
be launched at Parkex in April.
The content will remain similar
with appropriate updates made.
Following the industry launch,
the public awareness campaign
will commence.
He added: “A number of car parks
have been accredited by the Home
Office’s Safer Parking Scheme,
which means security features,
including
lighting, surveillance,
S
vehicular access and boundaries
and fencing, have been assessed
and approved. These car parks display the Park Mark® logo.”

S
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LOCAL AUTHORITY NEWS

Bristol Congestion Charge

Rising costs in
Spelthorne
Drivers could be charged to park
in Spelthorne after the council
said it was spending too much
cash maintaining free parking out
of town.
A council spokesman said
although members were set to consult on proposals to introduce
charges in Orchard Meadow, Green
Street and the Walled Garden,
Sunbury, along with the Broadway,
Laleham, and Shepperton Village
Hall. But the decision will not
come back before councillors and
will instead be decided by
unelected officials.

Bristol’s Clifton
Suspension Bridge
©istockphoto.com - Maurice van der Velden

Congestion charging in Bristol's city
centre would only be introduced
during weekday morning rush
hours, according to the West of
England Partnership (WEP).
A congestion charging zone would
target the central area of the city,
meaning motorists could still travel
from south Bristol to the M32 without passing through the road pricing area, the WEP said.
A spokeswoman for the group,
which includes the four authorities
in the Greater Bristol area, said work
was ongoing to put a proposal for
congestion charging together.
It could form part of a bid to the
Government for Transport Innovation
Fund (TIF) and could be submitted
this year, she said.

The West of England Partnership is
considering bringing in congestion
charging as part of an £840 million
package of TIF-funded measures to
get the city centre moving.

Westminster reduces use of
CCTV in enforcement
The use of CCTV cameras for parking enforcement in central London
has been cut by more then 30 per
cent, according to recent figures.
Westminster’s parking bosses have
removed 45 of the 145 cameras previously in use, bringing the total
across Westminster down to 100.
A further 30 cameras have been
removed where traffic problems
have reduced significantly and these
will be relocated to traffic hot-spots,
where there are known problems

Manchester rejected the idea of a
congestion charge in December, but
theWest of England Partnership
hopes this will not happen in
Bristol.

Changes in East Riding
Plans to make some parking in
Bridlington a lot cheaper could
flounder if people do not make
their views known.
The proposals by East Riding of
Yorkshire Council’s six-strong
parking review panel means some
reductions in Bridlington but new
or increased charges elsewhere in
the East Riding area which have
not been popular.
Richard Burton, of Bempton,
one of two East Riding of
Yorkshire Councillors who sit on
the panel, said their ideas were
designed to spread the load in a

with congestion and anti-social
parking.
The move is in line with the council’s policy to continually review the
use of CCTV for parking enforcement, which is used in tandem with
parking attendants to improve congestion in the busiest streets in central London.
All camera locations are also now
listed on the Council website and
each camera is identified with a
“street enforcement camera” sign.

Revenue analysis on London
borough’s parking charges

Saddle up!

fair and equitable manner across
the region to maintain the existing level of income.

CPZ for
Highgate and
Crouch End
Highgate and Crouch End residents
are celebrating after Haringey
Council announced that parking
zones will be introduced in March.
Two controlled parking zones
(CPZs) are being enforced by
Haringey Council from the end of
February, bringing an end to commuter parking misery.
Talk of the CPZs has been rumbling on for some time.
The CPZs come into effect around
Highgate tube station and in Crouch
End, east and west of Crouch End
Hill.
There is one change from the proposals agreed by the Council’s cabinet in September. Shepherds Hill
and Shepherds Close will no longer
be included in the Highgate station
outer CPZ following opposition from
residents. But included are
Claremont Road, Stanhope Gardens,
Stanhope Road, Hurst Avenue and
Avenue Road.

North Tyneside Council's civil
enforcement officers are doing
their rounds on bicycles in a bid
to navigate the streets more
quickly and efficiently, helping
to keep traffic flowing on the
main roads and in the busy
town centres.
The move is seen as a way of
contributing to the council's
commitment to reduce carbon
footprint and tackle climate
change.

Stoke MSCP
demolition
Engineers at Stoke-on-Trent City
Council say surveys show Birch
Terrace car park, in Hanley, is
dangerous, with “severe structural problems” which would
require extensive repairs.
Officials have made the decision to close the multi-storey
car park permanently.
They say because the car park
would be demolished under
plans for the new £256 million
city centre retail and leisure
development, it is more costeffective to close it than spend
money on repairs.
Councillor Adrian Knapper,
portfolio holder for economic
development and regeneration,
said: “Surveys done by our engineers have left us with no
choice but to close the car park,
as it might pose a serious risk
to anyone using it.”

Analysis by transport and economics
consultancy Colin Buchanan found
that between them the 32 London
boroughs and the City of London
took in £560m from parking charges
in 2007/08. So joy all round for town
hall treasurers? “Not quite,” says
John Siraut, Economist at Colin
Buchanan, “taking into account the
cost of enforcement, revenue collection and capital investment in parking services, London’s town halls
take falls to just £160m. However, of
that, £110m is taken in by just five
authorities.” (Hammersmith &
Fulham, Wandsworth, Camden,
Kensington & Chelsea and
Westminster). Three London authorities actually lost money and the
remaining town halls took an aver-

Scotland Yard
speaks
Police have been told that they
can no longer take action following “minor errors of judgement” by drivers, although they
can still intervene if the
motorist’s driving is so poor that
it puts other road users at risk.
The police can still prosecute
for dangerous and careless driving, but other moving traffic
offences – such as making an illegal right turn – will be enforced
by local authorities, in many
cases using cameras and CEOs.
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We’re not hard to track down!

Council Leader, Councillor
Roland Spencer said: “We are facing the same problems as every
other council in the county, but
we are in a better position than
many because we will not have to
make any major service cuts by
introducing these charges.
“We have also listened to local
traders and ensured that shortterm parking will still be available
at very reasonable costs.”

Annual parking fees for Guernsey?

Digital Vision

Subscribe today by e-mailing: info@britishparking.co.uk

age of around £2m a year.
Siraut went on to say: “Our analysis shows there are major differences in the cost of running parking services between boroughs.”
Colin Buchanan’s analysis shows
that the ten best performing boroughs raise £2.25 for every £1 they
spend enforcing on-street parking
regulations, the worst ten performers receive on average just £1.15 for
every £1 spent.
“If all local authorities were to
achieve collection to spend rates of
the best ten, then London boroughs
would reduce their parking costs
by £140m a year,” says Siraut, “this
would mean a substantial boost to
town hall coffers at no additional
cost to motorists.”

Parking fees to combat service cuts
Gedling Borough Council in
Nottinghamshire is to charge
motorists up to 60p an hour to
use some of its car parks in
Arnold, Carlton and Mapperley.
The charges are due to come in
to force from August and should
raise about £750,000 a year, said
a council spokesman.
This, along with other efficiency
savings, will help deal with a
deficit of about £1.5m, he added.

A free subscription service for BPA members.
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Looking
for signs?

Motorists in Guernsey could have to
pay an annual, rather than an
hourly, charge for paid parking if
the States approve new proposals.
The plans submitted by the Environment Department would see islanders pay £26 for an annual parking disc.
But, Deputy Environment Minister
Peter Sirrett has said he wants the
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new scheme to be a smooth
process.
“We aim to make the system easy
to implement, and one that will
bring in enough finance for the department,” he commented.
In 2006 the Guernsey parliament
had already agreed to a 15p an hour
charge, but the States has been told
this amount is now unfeasible.

we make your vision work

call us today on: 01604 696 800
visit our website: www.theparkingshop.com
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